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Return to the Workplace

How to use this template

As part of our own plan for reimagining our office after COVID-19, we made an
example playbook to help make trips back in the office comfortable for all
Robinauts. 



We figured this framework would be helpful for organizations outside of Robin so
we turned this into a plug and play, customizable template. Linked at the end of
this guide.



As you read through our template, envision the Robin-specific areas are filled in
with relevant information for your organization. Feel free to copy and paste any
information from Robin’s example playbook. 



Finally, don’t include this page if you plan to send your own version to employees.
 


A few important notes:

We built this playbook by pulling in common elements and challenges we’ve
heard from the workplace teams we talk to every day. That being said, your
workplace strategy should reflect the type of employees you serve

We used materials from OSHA and the CDC to guide our advice around
cleaning, safety, and timelines for returning to work. We recommend looking at
their resources and your local government for a final say in those areas.

This is the second edition of this playbook template. As the situation around
COVID-19 develops, we’ll amend the template accordingly. 
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Welcome back, everyone 

Hey Robinauts, 


First things first: thank you. 


Thank you for being flexible over these past couple of years. 


To say that the initial transition to remote work was jarring but out of all of this
chaos, a new way of working has emerged. For that, we are grateful (excited,
even!).


COVID-19 shook the world and we’re all still feeling the side effects. As new
situations continue to unfold, we’re committed to being as transparent as
possible and appreciate your feedback and flexibility along the way. 


As we’ve all seen, guidance for reopening and vaccines has changed over the
past year — both nationally, and within Massachusetts. 


We want everyone’s visits to the office to be confident ones. To make that
possible, the return team (more on them soon), made this playbook outlining
what to expect for Robin’s offices in 2022 and beyond.


From my couch to yours, 


Zach Dunn

Robin Co-Founder and VP of Customer Experience
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Our return team task force 

This group is spearheading the process of fully re-opening the office. We
outlined who they are, what they’re responsible for, and some example
FAQs they’ll be ready to field. 


Team member

VP of People

Workplace
Operations

Responsibilities

Questions

-




Company-wide change
messaging 



-

 




-




Owns the employee experience
survey



Do I have to come back to the
office when the entire company
returns? 



-

-

Mediates full team town halls


I’m nervous about transitioning
back, how do I talk to my manager
about that? 


-



Cleaning policies



-




How to navigate and find
resources in the “new” office  



-

 

-

What’s our policy on masks and
personal space? 



-

Office “Rules of Engagement”


-



N

-

 



Are we exploring touchless tech
for the office? 



-

I borrowed a monitor when I was
WFH, do I have to bring it back? 


-



How do I know where I’m
supposed to sit? 



-

ew tools and workflows 



Touchless tech like visitor
management or conference
room check ins


What cleaning supplies will be
available for us to use (for desks,
shared spaces, etc)? 


IT Director

-

 




acilities
anager

F

M

hysical distancing measures for
the floor plan (assigned seats
and common areas)


P

eople flow for hallways,
elevators, etc. 

P

 

-

What’s our plan for shared
spaces and resources like phone
booths or huddle zones?  
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Four steps towards
our office return
We’ll be following national guidelines in addition to local guidelines from
our representatives to bring everyone back into the office.


Note: We purposefully didn’t include dates for each of these steps. We
want to provide a flexible framework for workplaces to use regardless of
the change at hand. We expect this section to evolve.


We also understand and encourage every individual to think through their
own personal considerations, work styles, and responsibilities as they read
through these steps. Of course, some people may be eager to get back into
the office while others may prefer working remotely as long as possible. 


At no point will we delegate individuals to come back, that choice lies
with each of you. 


For more on how to communicate that choice, refer to the
“communications and feedback” section of the playbook.


Here’s a high-level overview of how we plan to phase people back into the
office:


Planning

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Preflight

Essentials

Pioneers

Flexible

Remote &
optional inoffice teams

<25% capacity,
setting up for
success

<50% capacity,
testing out
office changes

>50% capacity,
majority hybrid
teams

Step 4
New normal
Office is open
for the entire
team to use

Return to the Workplace

Planning for better workplace experiences
Hybrid, remote or in-office: We’ve been in a sort of limbo when it comes to
imagining our ‘new normal.’ As of late, we see a mix of office usage among our
teams. This playbook aims to optimize our current approach
Gathering employee feedback: All the feedback we’ve gotten through town
hall meetings, temperature check surveys, and through your managers will be
used to shape our plan.
Step 1: Office return essentials 

Exploring options for a concrete return: Return Team members and other
facilities-focused members of the team will regularly visit the office to
prepare for the greater team’s return and formulate a plan
Social distancing measures: For those in-office, we’ll be practicing social
distancing for common areas, desks, and in meetings. See more details in the
“physical distancing” sections of the playbook
Strict sanitation policies: For those in office, we’ll have new sanitation stations
and policies for the entire office. Employees will be expected to provide a
negative test result, dated within 72 hours of visit, or to register their
vaccination card with the people team
Individual choice first: People who can work from home will not be expected
in the office, those who have been working from the office will still have
access but may be asked for feedback by the Return team. We’ll still focus on
making sure people are comfortable and productive in their WFH setups.
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Step 2: Piloting workplace changes


Flexible work encouraged: As we phase people back into the office, we’ll
still have the majority of employees making choices about where they work
on any given day. Teams will use the Robin app to coordinate visits, book
spaces and reserve desks
Pilot groups: We’ll start trialing teams or groups of people visiting the office
in smaller shifts to test out new policies and layouts.
Focus on physical distancing and sanitation: We’ll still be practicing social
distancing and strict sanitation protocols.

Step 3: Embracing a more flexible office



Distributed work as the default: A mix of in-office and remote work, WFH
will be a “no-questions” asked option
Team shifts: Since the office won’t quite be at full capacity in this phase,
we’ll be using shifts for teams to take turns in and out of office
Looser physical distancing and sanitation: In this phase, we’ll still be
practicing social distancing and strict sanitation but policies will be more
relaxed than in prior phases.

Step 4: A new normal, the office as a resource


obin reopened and remote-friendly: Everyone can work in the office together

R

again, welcome visitors and enjoy the spark that comes with in-person
collaboration. Note: Remote work is still an option for everyone as needed
usiness as ‘usual’: According to the national and local guidelines we can open

B

our office without restrictions in this phase. We intend to iterate along the way
and will focus not only on what safety and security mean for our office but what
a great workplace experience looks like for our teams. If we’re not ready, we’ll
return to earlier phases before reopening completely.
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Communications
In the spirit of transparency, we want to make it clear how we plan on
communicating with everyone and how we intend to receive your
feedback. We used a number of these methods during our time working
remotely and want to double down on those that worked well while
incorporating in-person comms into the plan.
Here’s how you can expect to hear from the Return Team: 


Slack channel #return-to-office for consistent company-wide
announcements
Email recaps of Slack updates on a weekly basi
Town Hall meetings to be held monthl
We’ll transition from virtual to in-person over tim
Video messages from our executive team on the changing
landscape of COVID-19

Here’s how to give feedback on this process: 



New Slack shortcut for submitting feedbac
Weekly “temperature check” survey
Managers should be asking you for feedback during your
1:1 meeting
Email members of the Return Team directly for specific
questions
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Office cleanliness 

& safety 

Of course, safety is the most important
variable in our back to work plan. Here are
some changes you can expect to see as we
prioritize safety in the workplace: 


Space cleaning changes

Increased frequency of common area
cleaning (bathrooms, front desk, kitchen,
lounge areas, phone booths).
New sanitation stations with wipes,
gloves, sanitizer, trash bins, etc dotted
throughout the office
Physical distance guidelines for desk
usage, meeting rooms, and common
areas.
New cleaning policies 

Our overarching policy around cleanliness
and sanitation: 


Be mindful, be vigilant, use the sanitation
stations to clean up every surface you touch,
and make sure you’re taking care of yourself. 


The following policies will help contribute to
our office’s standard of sanitation.


Clean desk policy: Wipe down your
assigned desk when you get in and
wipe it when you leave. 


Shared resources policy: Wipe down
areas you come in contact with, use
resources in the sanitation station as
needed.


Conference room policy: Make
meetings 25 minutes instead of 30 so
you have time to wipe down surfaces
and shared tech in meeting rooms for
the next group.
Common area policy: Use the
sanitation station to wipe down
shared surfaces throughout the day.
Follow physical distancing and people
flow placards to maintain a safe
distance.  



Mask policy: Wear a mask at all times
if you are unvaccinated. Vaccinated
team members are able to use the full
Robin office without a mask.
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In the case someone contracts COVID-19 

While we hope our stringent health and safety policies will help us
avoid the spread of any illness, we’re prepared for the possibility
of a Robinaut getting sick. Here’s how we plan to conduct contact
tracing to prevent COVID-19 from spreading.


We’ll be using Robin software to help us identity:
When was this person in the office
Who did they meet with? Where
Where did they sit? Who sat near them?
From there, we’ll communicate with anyone who possibly falls
into the question buckets above and ask them to follow CDC
guidelines for self-isolation.
What we expect from you
Adhere to new cleaning and safety policies in the “office
health and safety” section
Let workplace operations know if any of the sanitation
stations are low on supplies
Wash hands thoroughly and use sanitizer frequently.
If you’re feeling unwell, please don’t come into the office! 
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Navigating
the office
As we return to the office, a main focus for
our team will be learning how best to support
you. Our office will be a resource for
collaboration, deep work and fun.  


What will this look like? Stepping into a
reimagined workplace, how will things be
different and how will you be expected to
act? Here’s what to expect: 


Getting in

Touchless entry. We’ll be using OpenPath to
access the office. If you haven’t downloaded
the mobile app, please do. 


Hands-free door openers. We recently
installed these and plan on using them for all
frequently used doors.


Consider using your commuter benefits to
use rideshare instead of public
transportation if that feels more comfortable.


Physical distancing
We outlined how we intend to physically
distance in meeting rooms, for our desks,
and in common spaces in the “Physical
Distancing” section. See those sections for
more details. Expect signage to help
encourage correct behavior.
People flow
Expect floor markers for one-way hallways,
staircases, or areas dotted on the floor.
Signage
New signage will live outside of restrooms
and conference rooms for intended capacity. 


New sanitation policies and reminders will
be placed in restrooms, kitchens, and
common areas. 


Expect floor markers dotted on the ground
to indicate people flow for one-way hallways
and physical distancing for common areas. 
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Physical Distancing

Seat assignment and desks

Expectations



Making sure everyone is comfortably distant

Download

the Robin mobile app so you

at individual workstations is a big focus for

know what desk is assigned to you or

the return team. We’ll be using a few tactics

select your own

to make this possible. and test different
strategies as we go.






Follow new desk etiquette and cleaning
policies.

Booking safely distant desks
Using A/B shifts
Flexible desking strategies

Booking safely distant desks 

We mapped out what our floor plan will look
like using only desks that are safely distant.
This helps us determine capacity based on
physical distancing. Expect to use the Robin
app to book an available, distanced desk your
first day(s) back in office.


Flexible desking strategies

We plan on incorporating more flexible seating
strategies into the workplace going forward.
For example, self-selection of seats that are
physically distant. We want to empower
employees to work where they want, when
they want. Robin helps us do this while
gathering key information about space
utilization that can better guide our decisions.


Give

the Return Team feedback! Email

individuals or use the Slack channels
outlined in the communications section. 
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Meeting rooms
We understand enclosed spaces can be a stressor
post-COVID so we’ve come up with policies and
new layouts to make using them comfortable. Here
are a few changes to anticipate around meeting
rooms and meeting policies when you return: 





Physical change
Policy changes
one
way

Physical changes

Removed chairs from meeting rooms for
reduced capacity
Repurposed select meeting rooms into
sanitation areas or physically distanced
individual work stations
Added signage for reminders about physical
distancing and people flow.

Policy changes


Updated Robin so intended capacity would

Expectations


Download Robin to check into your
meeting from your personal device
instead of the room display
Think about people flow — give
everyone room to enter and exit a
meeting room.

show on the room display
Ex: Greenwich -> Greenwich (6)

Use the in-room cleaning kits to wipe
everything down after your meeting.


Limit in-person attendance to room capacity
and allow other teammates to dial in from
home or their desks.
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Physical Distancing

Shared office resources
Like most modern offices, we have multiple
shared spaces in our office. For common areas
and shared resources like the phone booths or
coffee maker, our goal will be to add additional
cleaning policies as well as the following changes: 






Physical change
Policy changes

Physical changes


Policy changes


Intended occupancy signage: For all
common areas we have new signage
indicating how many people should be
in the plaza, kitchen area, or bathroom
at once
Opt for assigned seats first: common
areas, phone booths, and other shared
resources should be avoided when
possible.

Removed some chairs and work points to
help reduce occupancy in shared areas
Floor placards and signage for physical
distancing and people flow

Sanitation Station
Neighborhood B

Sanitation stations dotted throughout
common spaces for shared use.

Expectations


Reference our office map on status board
signage around the office or in the Robin app
to know where you’re going, we want to
minimize wandering around the office
Think about people flow — give everyone

room to enter and exit a meeting room.
Use sanitation stations around the office to

wipe down countertops, chairs, shared
surfaces, etc after use. 


Hand sanitizer, Clorox wipes,
Disposable masks
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Looking forward 

and staying flexible


As we continue to process all of the repercussions of global pandemic, one thing is
for sure: we have front row seats to a workplace shift like no other. 


Before COVID, only one-in-five professionals say they worked from home all or most
of the time, according to Pew Research Center. Now, 71% of workers are doing their
job from home all or most of the time. 


What’s more, over 50% of those respondents, given a choice, would want to keep
working from home even after the pandemic, according to a new Pew Research
Center survey. This quick shift from an office-first mentality to a more distributed
model left many businesses wondering: where do we go next?


Leaders are responsible for changing the narrative around work to include
anywhere work gets done. Offices should be designed to function as another
resource for employees and that’s our intention at Robin.
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Resources used
in the playbook
Template for playbook
Customizable Playbook for Your Team

Governmental guidance

New Guidance on COVID-19 Workplace Safety (White House
CDC Reopening Decision Map

Physical distancing and capacity planning

Distance Planning Tool
Cleaning and sanitation


CDC Cleaning Guideline
OSHA Safety Guideline
Office Cleaning Checklist
Lear’s Safe Work Playbook
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